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FOREWORD

Gold, for millennia, has fascinated humanity and possessed extraordinary value amongst most civilizations. It was and remains the favoured ultimate currency in many cultures and it has served as a signal form of capital both its accumulation and its waste. Gold was the catalyst for wars, and constituted its spoils. Gold is the adjective to describe mythical lands: for Marco Polo, Japan was ‘Ziampang, the Land of Gold’. There have been venerated building types celebrating religious and cultural beliefs like ‘golden’ temples and ‘golden’ houses like Nino’s Domus Aurea. There have been buildings to protect gold, and buildings which openly display it. In art and architectural historiography, there have been ‘golden’ periods and ‘golden ages’. Gold is about luxury, glamour and excess. It also has as its direct opposite objects of no value, things that might be described as worthless.

The 33rd Annual SAHANZ Conference, held in Melbourne in July 2016, was devoted to the exploration of architecture and gold. The public announcement in 1851 that gold had been discovered in the newly created state of Victoria changed the course of Australian history. Melbourne, the state’s capital, grew to be one of the world’s great provincial metropolises and gold was its motor. In 1854, the Victorian Gold Discovery Committee observed that “The discovery of the Victorian Goldfields has converted a remote dependency into a country of world wide fame; it has attracted a population, extraordinary in number, with unprecedented rapidity; it has enhanced the value of property to an enormous extent; it has made this the richest country in the world; and, in less than three years, it has done for this colony the work of an age, and made its impulses felt in the most distant regions of the earth.” Melbourne was thus the ideal conference venue for critically examining gold and the history of the built environment.

The conference offered the opportunity to explore the words gold and architecture. Papers examined and reflected upon various aspects and examples of this theme within different cultural contexts. Ideas and concepts explored in the papers included architecture and capitalism; colonial and neo-liberal transformations in Asia and the circulation of people and commodities; veins of gold: colonisation, imperialism and neo-liberalism; Victorian prosperity and the phenomena of gold rushes in Australia and New Zealand; mining towns, their landscapes, foundation and sometime disappearance; gold rushes as triggers for migration and the transfer of ideas, people and technologies; gold diggers: labour migration, mining and casino cultures; golden lands, golden kingdoms and ‘gold’ places like the Gold Coast and Persepolis; buildings and gold – treasuries, golden houses, golden temples, even Gold’s Gym; gold medals as accolades in architecture as in sport; gold and its connotations of ornament, gilding, and the rise of décor; ‘gold’ and architects like Carlo Scarpa, Minoru Yamasaki and Ernö Goldfinger; gold in different cultural settings like Persia and Germany; architectural history and historiography – questions of ‘golden days’ and a ‘golden age’; gold and the idea of preciousness in conservation and heritage; gold, architecture, materiality and craft; gold and the interior (churches, 1960s glamour and even Rem Koolhaas); penniless: spaces of abjection in new global economies; and the fateful epitaph: “All that glitters is not gold”.

We would like to thank all those who enthusiastically embraced this call to ‘Gold’ and contributed to this conference, be it as authors, referees, organizers and sponsors. It was yet another golden occasion for the Society.

AnnMarie Brennan and Philip Goad
Conference Convenors and Editors of the Conference Proceedings
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GOLD, POWER AND ARCHITECTURAL STORIES IN INDONESIA

ABIDIN KUSNO
York University

In ancient Java, arguably, gold possesses a more general symbolic meaning than in Europe. Traditional Southeast Asian (both commoners and nobilities) wove gold ornaments into materials associated with rites marking transitions to a significantly different usually higher stage in life. In ancient Java, it was considered as relatively inexpensive even as the island lacked its own gold. It was a material reachable by a relatively large proportion of the population. Today, however, gold has become more an object of distance than intimacy; a signifier of social relation, but of conflict. Gold has been associated with violence, greed and disputes over who could dig where; Gold retrieves memories of neocolonialism as the US mining giant Freeport owns one of the largest gold mine in the world located in Indonesian’s Papua; Gold has become a major contributor to environmental degradation (due to water pollution by mercury and deforestation to make way for the mines).

How do these two different meanings of gold from the past and present have informed stories of architecture and urbanism? This talk seeks to tease out a series of architectural narrative of gold as the material found itself physically, symbolically and imaginatively in the built environment of the city, such as in the case of a gold topped dome of a mosque; a gold plated flame of the national monument; the naming of Jakarta’s business district as the Golden Triangle and the literary representation of the area associated with golden dream and nightmares, among others.
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Prof. Kusno’s keynote lecture was supported by the Indonesia Forum and the Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning at the University of Melbourne.

MATTERS OF EXTRACTION: FROM THE MARGIN OF EMPIRE(S)

ALESSANDRA PONTE
Université de Montréal

Canada is home to 75% of all global prospecting and mining companies. Because of such staggering presence of the mining industry, Canada has been named an extraction empire. Nevertheless, the Premier of Québec, Philippe Couillard, guilty of brazenly inviting foreign companies to take advantage of the potentially rich mineral deposits in the North of the Provinces, has recently been reprimed for acting “colonized.” Historically, Canada’s economy has been based on the extraction and exploitation of natural resources: beaver pelts beginning in the seventeenth century; fish, timber, pulp and paper, in the eighteenth and nineteenth century; minerals, hydro-power, and oil during the twentieth and twenty-first century. Already in the 1930s, political economist Harold Innis, one of Canada’s greatest thinkers, proposed the “staples thesis” to explain the specificity of Canadian economic development and its heavy dependence on foreign markets and imperial control. Innis developed the staple thesis when Canadians began to realize that after being subjects to the colonial dominion first of the French and than of British Empire, they were under threat of being crushed by the Empire south of their border; the USA markets and economy now dictating the kind of staple to be extracted and the rhythm of exploitation. One may safely say that Canadians have systematically been confronted with (and reflected upon) relations between centers and peripheries, international market trends, unbalanced system of power, and colonization strategies. Innis’ staple thesis permits to address in rich geographical, historical, political and economic terms the character of the “matter” extracted from specific locations and distributed worldwide. The paper outlines and explores the complex Canadian experience taking as starting point gold mining in the Abitibi region of Québec.
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Prof. Ponte’s keynote lecture was sponsored by AADR: Art, Architecture, Design Research and URO Media.
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